Simon Fraser University
Corporate ID# XVC4161

Enterprise Rent-A-Car is now the preferred vendor for SFU’s vehicle rental needs.

Simon Fraser University has negotiated a discounted corporate rate program for North America. These rates are easily accessed through the SFU account ID# XVC4161. You can use this ID# to book your rentals on line, through our reservation lines, or at the local rental branch.

PROGRAM SUMMARY
• BC Government rates for all local SFU rentals
• Valid for personal or business use rentals
• Collision coverage included in business use rentals, and supplemental liability (US only)
• Cars to Vans to SUVs to Trucks
• Heavy duty trucks and additional truck equipment available upon request ie – canopies, tow package, bulkheads, ladder racks
• All vehicles include mileage*
• Additional driver and Underage driver fees waived
• Direct billing to SFU departments may be available
• Long term (Month or more rates available)**
• Free pick up service. Delivery also available***

RESERVATION OPTIONS

Online
www.enterprise.com
Corporate ID# XVC4161
Password SIM

Local Branch
2786 Barnet Highway
Coquitlam, BC V3B 1B9
(604) 552-1080

Great Cars, Low Rates, Exceptional Service

Travel Policy
➢ SFU’s Account Manager at Enterprise: Kevin Lundie
   Kevin.M.Lundie@ehi.com (604)306-1777
➢ Standard driver and rental qualifications apply. Minimum rental age at most locations is 21
➢ Taxes, surcharges and any optional products are extra.
  * Mileage is limited to 200 km/day for rentals originating in BC with option of unlimited km for $10/day
  **SFU will provide plates, please contact purchasing to get plates set up.
  ***$30 charge for delivery to campus.
Simon Fraser University

Enterprise Holdings is the preferred rental car provider for Simon Fraser University. Simon Fraser University has a discounted corporate rate program for both the National Car Rental and the Enterprise Rent A Car brands. This program is easily accessed through one account number (CD#) for both brands. You can use this CD# to book your rentals online, through your travel agent, at our rental branches or by calling our reservation lines. For convenience we have created customized reservation links for both brands; simply click on the logos as noted below to be directed to the respective reservation site. The Simon Fraser University CD# is pre-loaded through these links for ease of use.

**Account Name:** Simon Fraser University  
**CD#:** XVC4161

---

**Program tips**

- **Credit Card:** the renter must present their own valid credit card for payment of the rental charges.
- **Book in advance:** to avoid disappointment book as far in advance as possible to ensure you have a vehicle.
- **Negotiated Rates:** separate set rate programs for rentals in Canada and the US are available through this program, plus it also accesses discounted rates at our locations worldwide.
- **Personal Rentals:** the rates in this program can be used for personal rentals as well as your business travel.
- **Additional Driver Fee Waived:** when you use the contracted rates additional driver fee’s are waived for co-workers using the vehicle. The additional driver fee is also waived for your spouse on personal rentals.

---

**Click on above logo to enroll, the Simon Fraser University CD# will pre-populate**

- **Line Bypass:** Don’t wait in line – go straight to the counter or straight to your car at select National Car Rental airport locations.
- **Choose Your Own Car:** (at select National brand airport locations)
- **Get an E-Receipt:** Sign up for E-receipts and we will automatically email your receipts to you. (National brand only)
- **Earn Rental Credits or Frequent Flyer Miles**
- **Rent your way to higher levels!** Earn Executive and Executive Elite levels through rentals. The more you rent, the more you earn.
- **Recognized at our Enterprise Locations!** Your Emerald Club number will now also help speed up your rental process at our Enterprise locations as your rental profile and account number will be preloaded when you reserve and rent with your Emerald Club.

---

**Travel Policy**

- Contract ID number as listed above must be used at the time of reservation and rental for rates and other provisions to apply.
- Check with rental branch for any kilometer charges and rental restrictions.
- Standard driver and credit rental qualifications apply. Minimum rental age at most locations is 21 for commercial travelers renting vehicles for business purposes
- Taxes, surcharges and any optional products are extra.